Granger causality is a fundamental technique for causal inference in time series data, commonly used in the social and biological sciences. Typical operationalizations of Granger causality make a strong assumption that every time point of the e ect time series is in uenced by a combination of other time series with a xed time delay. e assumption of xed time delay also exists in Transfer Entropy, which is considered to be a non-linear version of Granger causality. However, the assumption of the xed time delay does not hold in many applications, such as collective behavior, nancial markets, and many natural phenomena. To address this issue, we develop variable-lag Granger causality and Transfer Entropy, generalizations of both Granger causality and Transfer Entropy that relax the assumption of the xed time delay and allows causes to in uence e ects with arbitrary time delays. In addition, we propose a method for inferring both variable-lag Granger causality and Transfer Entropy relations. We demonstrate our approach on an application for studying coordinated collective behavior and other real-world casual-inference datasets and show that our proposed approaches perform be er than several existing methods in both simulated and real-world datasets. Our approach can be applied in any domain of time series analysis. e so ware of this work is available in the R package: VLTimeSeriesCausality.
INTRODUCTION
Inferring causal relationships from data is a fundamental problem in statistics, economics, and science in general. e gold standard for assessing causal e ects is running randomized controlled trials which randomly assign a treatment (e.g., a drug or a speci c user interface) to a subset of a population of interest, and randomly select another subset as a control group which is not given the treatment, thus a ributing the outcome di erence between the two groups to the treatment. However, in many cases, running such trials may be unethical, expensive, or simply impossible [45] . To address this issue, several methods have been developed to estimate causal e ects from observational data [27, 41] .
In the context of time series data, a well-known method that de nes a causal relation in terms of predictability is Granger causality [18] . X Granger-causes Y if past information on X predicts the behavior of Y be er than Y 's past information alone [6] . In this work, when we refer to causality, we mean speci cally the predictive causality de ned by Granger causality.
e key assumptions of Granger causality are that 1) the process of e ect generation can be explained by a set of structural equations, and 2) the current realization of the e ect at any time point is in uenced by a set of causes in the past. Similar to other causal inference methods, Granger causality assumes unconfoundedness and that all relevant variables are included in the analysis.
ere are several studies that have been developed based on Granger causality [7, 24, 29] . e typical operational de nitions [7] and inference methods for inferring Granger causality, including the common so ware implementation packages [1, 2] , assume that the e ect is in uenced by the cause with a xed and constant time delay.
Granger causality has another assumption of linearity of structural equations that causes in uence e ects. Hence, Transfer Entropy has been developed to be a non-linear extension of Granger causality [9, 23] . However, the assumption of an e ect is xed-lag in uenced by the cause still exists in transfer entropy.
is assumption of a xed and constant time delay between the cause and e ect is, in fact, too strong for many applications of understanding natural world and social phenomena. In such domains, data is o en in the form of a set of time series and a common question of interest is which time series are the (causal) initiators of pa erns of behaviors captured by another set of time series. For example, who are the individuals who in uence a group's direction in collective movement? What are the sectors that in uence the stock market dynamics right now? Which part of the brain is critical in activating a response to a given action? In all of these cases, e ects follow the causal time series with delays that can vary over time.
To address the remaining gap, we introduce the concept Variable-lag Granger causality and Variable-lag Transfer Entropy and methods to infer them in time series data. We prove that our denitions and the proposed inference methods can address the arbitrary-time-lag in uence between cause and e ect, while the traditional operationalizations of Granger causality, transfer entropy, and their corresponding inference methods cannot. We show that the traditional de nitions are indeed special cases of the new relations we de ne. We demonstrate the applicability of the newly de ned causal inference frameworks by inferring initiators of collective coordinated movement, a problem proposed in [4] , as well as inferring casual relations in other real-world datasets.
We use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [31] to align the cause X to the e ect time series Y while leveraging the power of Granger causality and transfer entropy. In the literature, there are many clustering-based Granger causality methods that use DTW to cluster time series and perform Granger causality only for time series within the same clusters [28, 46] . Previous work on inferring causal relations using both Granger causality and DTW has the assumption that the smaller warping distance between two time series, the stronger the causal relation is [40] . If the minimum distance of elements within the DTW optimal warping path is below a given distance threshold, then the method considers that there is a causal relation between the two time series. However, their work assumes that Granger causality and DTW should run independently.In contrast, our method formalizes the integration of Granger causality and DTW by generalizing the de nition of Granger causality itself and using DTW as an instantiation of the optimal alignment requirement of the time series.
In addition to the standard uses of Granger causality, our method is capable of:
• Inferring arbitrary-lag causal relations: our method can infer Granger causal relation where a cause in uences an e ect with arbitrary delays that can change dynamically; • antifying variable-lag emulation: our method can report the similarity of time series pa erns between the cause and the delayed e ect, for arbitrary delays; We also prove that when multiple time series cause the behavioral convergence of a set of time series then we can treat the set of these initiating causes in the aggregate and there is a causal relation between this aggregate cause (of the set of initiating time series) and the aggregate of the rest of the time series. We provide many experiments and examples using both simulated and real-world datasets to measure the performance of our approach in various causality se ings and discuss the resulting domain insights. Our framework is highly general and can be used to analyze time series from any domain.
RELATED WORK
Many causal inference methods assume that the data is i.i.d. and rely on knowing a mechanism that generates that data, e.g., expressed through causal graphs or structural equations [27] . In time series data, the values of the consecutive time steps violate the i.i.d. assumption. Another set of causal inference methods relax the strong i.i.d assumption, and instead assume independence between the cause and the mechanism generating the e ect [21, 32, 35] . Speci cally, knowing the cause X = x never reveals information about the structural function f (X ) and vice versa. is idea has been used in the context of times series data [35] by relying on the concept of Spectral Independence Criterion (SIC). If a cause X is a stationary process that generates the e ect Y via linear time invariance lter h (mechanism), then X and h should not contain any information about each other but dependency between them and Y exists in spectral sense.
Granger causality has inspired a lot of research since its introduction in 1969 [18] . Recent work on Granger causality has focused on various generalizations for it, including ones based on information theory, such as transfer entropy [33, 38] and directed information graphs [30] . Recent inference methods are able to deal with missing data [20] and enable feature selection [44] . Granger causality has even been explored as a method to o er explainability of machine learning models [34] . However, none of them study tests for variable-lag Granger causality, as we propose in this work.
ere is a framework of causal inference in [25] based on conditional independence tests on time series generated from some discrete-time stochastic processes that allows unknown latent variables. However, the approach in [25] still assumes that data points at any time step have been generated from some structural vector autoregression (SVAR). e recent work in [19] models causal relation between time series as a form of polynomial function and uses a stochastic block model to nd a causal graph. Both works, however, still have the assumption of xed-lag in uence from causes to e ects.
Besides, no method studies a causal structure that is unstable overtime [15] . Moreover, Transfer Entropy, which is considered to be a non-linear extension of Granger causality [9, 23] , still has the xed-lag assumption.
In our work, we also relax the stationary assumption of time series.
EXTENSION FROM PREVIOUS WORK
is paper is an extension of our conference proceeding [5] . According to our previous work [5] , we formalized a VL-Granger causality and proposed a framework to infer a causal relation using BIC and F-test as main criteria to infer whether X causes Y . However, in this work, we propose to use a Bayesian Information Criterion di erence ratio as a main criterion. Hence, we rerun all results The follower is a distorted version of a leader with a fixed lag. (a2.) The follower is a distorted version of a leader with non-fixed lags in that violates an assumption of Granger causality. Granger causality can handle only the former case and typically fails to handle later case. We propose the generalization of Granger causality to handle variable-lag situation (equation in a2.). and do not use the results from previous paper in [5] . Moreover, we formalize Variable-Lag Transfer Entropy and propose a framework to infer its causal relations. We also add two new real-world datasets in this current work.
GRANGER CAUSALITY AND FIXED LAG LIMITATION
Let X = (X (1), . . . , X (t), . . . ) be a time series. We will use X (t) ∈ R to denote an element of X at time t. Given two time series X and Y , it is said that X Granger-causes [18] Y if the information of X in the past helps improve the prediction of the behavior of Y , over Y 's past information alone [6] . e typical way to operationalize this general de nition of Granger causality [7] is to de ne it as follows:
De nition 4.1 (Granger causal relation). Let X and Y be time series, and δ max ∈ N be a maximum time lag. We de ne two residuals of regressions of X and Y , r Y , r Y X , below:
where a i and b i are constants that optimally minimize the residual from the regression. en X Granger-causes Y if the variance of r Y X is less than the variance of r Y .
is de nition assumes that, for all t > 0, Y (t) can be predicted by the xed linear combination of a 1 Y (1), . . . , a t −∆ Y (t − ∆) and b 1 X (1), . . . , b t −∆ X (t − ∆) with some xed ∆ > 0 and every a i , b i is a xed constant over time [6, 7] . However, in reality, two time series might in uence each other with a sequence of arbitrary, non-xed time lags. For example, Fig. 1 (a2.) has X as a cause time series and Y as the e ect time series that imitates the values of X with arbitrary lags. Because Y is not a ected by X with a xed lags and the linear combination above can change over time, the standard Granger causality tests cannot appropriately infer Granger-causal relation between X and Y even if Y is just a slightly distorted version of X with some lags. For a concrete example, consider a movement context where time series represent trajectories. Two people follow each other if they move in the same trajectory. Assuming the followers follow leaders with a xed lag means the followers walk lockstep with the leader, which is not the natural way we walk. Imagine two people embarking on a walk. e rst starts walking, the second catches up a li le later. ey may walk together for a bit, then the second stops to tie the shoe and catches up again. e delay between the rst and the second person keeps changing, yet there is no question the rst sets the course and is the cause of the second's choices where to go. Fig. 1 illustrates this example.
VARIABLE-LAG GRANGER CAUSALITY
Here, we propose the concept of variable-lag Granger causality, VL-Granger causality for short, which generalizes the Granger causal relation of De nition 4.1 in a way that addresses the xed-lag limitation. We demonstrate the application of the new causality relation for a speci c application of inferring initiators and followers of collective behavior.
De nition 5.1 (Alignment of time series ). An alignment between two time series X and Y is a sequence of pairs of indices (t i , t j ), aligning X (t i ) to Y (t j ), such that for any two pairs in the alignment (t i , t j ) and (t i , t j ), if t i < t i then t j < t j (non-crossing condition). e alignment de nes a sequence of delays P = (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ t , . . . ), where ∆ t ∈ Z and X (t − ∆ t ) aligns to Y (t).
De nition 5.2 (VL-Granger causal relation). Let X and Y be time series, and δ max ∈ N be a maximum time lag (this is an upper bound on the time lag between any two pairs of time series values to be considered as causal). We de ne residual r * Y X of the regression:
Here
where ∆ t > 0 is a time delay constant in the optimal alignment sequence P * of X and Y that minimizes the residual of the regression. e constants a i , b i , and c i optimally minimize the residuals r Y , r Y X , and r * Y X , respectively. e terms b i and c i can be combined but we keep them separate to clearly denote the di erence between the original and proposed VL-Granger causality. We say that X VL-Granger-causes Y if the variance of r * Y X is less than the variances of both r Y and r Y X .
In order to make De nition 5.2 fully operational for this more general case (and to nd the optimal constants values), we need a similarity function between two sequences which will de ne the optimal alignment. We propose such a similarity-based approach in De nition 5.5. Before de ning this approach, we show that VL-Granger causality is the proper generalization of the traditional operational de nition of Granger causality stated in De nition 4.1. Clearly, if all the delays are constant then r * Y X (t) = r Y X (t). P 5.3. Let X and Y be time series and P be their alignment sequence. If ∀t,
We must also show that the variance of r * Y X (t) is no greater than the variance of r Y X (t).
According to Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, VL-Granger causality is the generalization of the Def. 4.1 and always has lower or equal variance.
Of a particular interest is the case when there is an explicit similarity relation de ned over the domain of the input time series. e underlying alignment of VL-Granger causality then should incorporate that similarity measure and the methods for inferring the optimal alignment for the given similarity measure.
De nition 5.5 (Variable-lag emulation). Let U be a set of time series, X , Y ∈ U, and sim : U × U → [0, 1] be a similarity measure between two time series.
For a threshold σ ∈ (0, 1], if there exists a sequence of numbers
, then we use the following notation:
Note, here the sim similarity function does not have to be a distance function that obeys, among others, a triangle inequality. It can be any function that quantitatively compares the two time series. For example, it may be that when one time series increases the other decreases. We provide a more concrete and realistic example in the application se ing below.
Adding this similarity measure to De nition 5.2 allows us to instantiate the notion of the optimal alignment P * as the one that maximizes the similarity between X and Y :
whereX (t) = X (t − ∆ t ) for any given P and ∆ t ∈ P. With that addition, if X Y , then X VL-Granger-causes Y .
is allows us to operationalize VL-Granger causality by checking for variable-lag emulation, as we describe in the next section.
Example application: Initiators and followers
In this section, we demonstrate an application of the VL-Granger causal relation to nding initiators of collective behavior. e Variable-lag emulation concept corresponds to a relation of following in the leadership literature [4] .
We are interested in the phenomenon of group convergence to a consensus behavior and answering the question of which subset of individuals, if any, initiated that collective consensus behavior. With that in mind, we now de ne the concept of an initiator and provide a set of subsidiary de nitions that allow us to formally show (in Proposition 5.9) that initiators of collective behavior are indeed the time series that VL-Granger-cause the collective pa ern in the set of the time series. In order to do this, we generalize our two-time series de nitions to the case of multiple time series by de ning the notion of an aggregate time series, which is consistent with previous Granger causality generalizations to multiple time series [13, 16, 39] .
De nition 5.6 (Initiators). Let U = {U 1 , . . . , U n } be a set of time series. We say that
at is, every time series follows some initiator and every initiator has at least one follower.
Given a set of time series U = {U 1 , . . . , U n } , and a set of time series X ⊆ U, we can de ne an aggregate time series as a time series of means at each step:
In order to identify the state of reaching a collective consensus of a time series, while allowing for some noise, we adopt the concept of ϵ-convergence from [12] .
De nition 5.7 (ϵ-convergence). Let Q and U be time series, dist : R 2 × [0, 1] be a distance function, and 0 < ϵ ≤ 1/2. If for all time t ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ], dist(Q(t), U (t)) ≤ ϵ, then Q and U ϵ-converge toward each other in the interval [t 0 , t 1 ]. If t 1 = ∞ then we say that Q and U ϵ-converge at time t 0 .
De nition 5.8 (ϵ-convergence coordination set). Given a set of time series U = {U 1 , . . . , U n }, if all time series in U ϵ-converge toward a (U), then we say that the set U is an ϵ-convergence coordination set.
We are nally ready to state the main connection between initiation of collective behavior and VL-Granger causality. P 5.9. Let dist : R 2 × [0, 1] be a distance function, U be a set of time series, and X ⊆ U be a set of initiators, which is an ϵ-convergence coordination set converging towards a (X) in the
T .
If for any U , U ∈ U their similarity sim(U , U ) ≥ 1 − ϵ in the interval [t 0 , t 1 ], then a (X) VL-Granger-causes a (U \ X) in that interval.
P
. Suppose ∀X ∈ X, X and a (X) ϵ-converge toward each other in the interval [t 0 , t 1 ], then, by de nition, for all the times t ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ], dist(a (X)(t), X (t)) ≤ ϵ. By the de nition of initiators, ∀U ∈ U \ X, ∃X ∈ X, such that X ≺ U , from some time t 2 > t 0 . us, we have ∀t,
Since a (X) 2ϵ-converges towards some constant line in the interval [t 0 , t 1 ] and a (U \ X)(t)) 2ϵ-converges towards the same line in the interval [t 2 , t 1 ], hence a (X) ≺ a (U \ X), which means, by de nition, that a (X) VL-Granger-causes a (U \ X).
We have now shown that a subset of time series are initiators of a pa ern of collective behavior of an entire set if that subset VL-Granger-causes the behavior of the set. us, VL-Granger causality can solve the C I I P [4] , which is a problem of determining whether a pa ern of collective behavior was spurious or instigated by some subset of initiators and, if so, nding those initiators who initiate collective pa erns that everyone follows.
VARIABLE-LAG TRANSFER ENTROPY CAUSALITY
Transfer Entropy has been shown to be a non-linear extension of Granger causality [9, 23] . In this section, we generalize our concept of VL-Granger causality to cover the transfer entropy concept. Given two time series X , Y , and a probability function p(·), the Transfer Entropy from X to Y can be de ned below:
Where
. For the Shannon entropy [36] , the function H (·) can be de ned as
) .
e Shannon transfer entropy can be de ned below [10, 23] :
Typically, we infer whether X causes Y by comparing
However, the xed-lag limitation still happens in the transfer entropy concept; in Eq. 6,
t −1 and X (l ) t −1 and no variable lags are allowed. erefore, we formalize the Variable-lag Transfer Entropy or VL-Transfer entropy function as below:
for a given P, and ∆ t ∈ P. P 6.1. Let X and Y be time series and P be their alignment sequence. If ∀∆ t ∈ P, ∆ t = 0, then T VL X − →Y (P) = T X − →Y .
P . By se ing ∆ t = 0 for all t, the function T VL X − →Y (P) in Eq. 9 is equal to T X − →Y in Eq. 6.
Hence, Variable-lag Transfer Entropy function generalizes the transfer entropy function. To nd an appropriate P, we can use P * in Eq. 4 that is a result of alignment of time series X along with Y .
VL-GRANGER AND TRANSFER ENTROPY CAUSALITY INFERENCE

VL-Granger Causality Inference
Given a target time series Y , a candidate causing time series X , a threshold γ , a signi cance level α, and the max lag δ max , our framework evaluates whether X VL-Granger causes Y (with a variable lag), X Granger causes Y (with a xed lag) or no conclusion of causation between X and Y .
In Algorithm 1 line 1-2, we have a x-lag parameter FixLa that controls whether we choose to compute the normal Granger causality (FixLa = true) or VL-Granger causality (FixLa = f alse). We present the high level logic of the algorithm. However, the actual implementation is more e cient by removing the redundancies of the presented logic.
First, we compute Granger causality (line 1 in Algorithm 1). e ag Gran erResult = true if X Granger-causes Y , otherwise Gran erResult = f alse. Second, we compute VL-Granger causality (line 2 in Algorithm 1). e ag V LGran erResult = true if X VL-Granger-causes Y , otherwise V LGran erResult = f alse.
Based on the work in [7] , we use the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) to compare the residual of regressing Y on Y past information, r Y , with the residual of regressing Y on Y and X past information r Y X . We use 1 2 to represent that 1 is less than 2 with statistical signi cance by using some statistical test(s). If BIC(r Y ) BIC(r Y X ), then we conclude that the prediction of Y using Y , X past information is be er than the prediction of Y using Y past information alone. For this work, to determine BIC(r Y ) BIC(r Y X ), we use Bayesian Information Criterion di erence ratio (see Section 7.4).
A er we got the results of both Gran erResult and V LGran erResult, then we proceed to report the conclusion of causal relation between X and Y w.r.t. the following four conditions. • If both Gran erResult and V LGran erResult are true, then we compare the residual of variablelag regression r DT W with bothr Y and r Y X . If BIC(r DTW ) < min(BIC(r Y X ), BIC(r Y )), then we conclude that X causes Y with variable lags, otherwise, X causes Y with a x lag (line 4 in Algorithm 1). • If Gran erResult is true but V LGran erResult is false, then we conclude that X causes Y with a x lag (line 5 in Algorithm 1). • If Gran erResult is false but V LGran erResult is true, then we conclude that X causes Y with variable lags (line 6 in Algorithm 1). • If both Gran erResult and V LGran erResult are false, then we cannot conclude whether X causes Y (line 7 in Algorithm 1). Note that we assume the maximum lag value δ max is given as an input, as it is for all de nitions of Granger causality. For practical purposes, a value of a large fraction (e.g., half) of the length of the time series can be used. However, there is, of course, a computational trade-o between the magnitude of δ max and the time it takes to compute Granger causality by almost all methods.
In the next section, we describe the details of VL-Granger function that we use in Algorithm 1: line 1-2.
VL-Granger causality operationalization
Given time series X , Y , a threshold γ , a signi cance level α, the maximum possible lag δ max , and whether we want to check for variable or xed lag FixLa , Algorithm 2 reports whether X causes Y by se ing Gran erResult to true or false, and by reporting on two residuals r Y and r Y X .
First, we compute the residual r Y of regressing of Y on Y 's information in the past (line 1). en, we regress Y (t) on Y and X past information to compute the residual r Y X (line 2). If BIC(r Y X ) BIC(r Y ), then X Granger-causes Y and we set Gran erResult = true (line 7). If FixLa is true, then we report the result of typical Granger causality. Otherwise, we consider VL-Granger causality (lines 3-5) by computing the emulation relation between X DTW and Y where X DTW is a version of X that is reconstructed through DTW and is most similar to Y , captured by DTW ReconstructionFunction(X , Y ) which we explain in Section 7.3.
A erwards, we do the regression of Y on X DT W 's past information to compute residual r DTW (line 4). Finally, we check whether BIC(r DT W ) BIC(r Y ) (line 6-9) (see Section 7.4). If so, X VL-Granger-cause Y . In the next section, we describe the details of how to construct X DTW and how to estimate the emulation similarity value simV alue.
Dynamic Time Warping for inferring VL-Granger causality.
In this work, we propose to use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [31] , which is a standard distance measure between two time series. DTW calculates the distance between two time series by aligning su ciently similar pa erns between two time series, while allowing for local stretching (see Figure 1 ). us, it is particularly well suited for calculating the variable lag alignment.
Given time series X and Y , Algorithm 3 reports reconstructed time series X DTW based on X that is most similar to Y , as well as the emulation similarity simV alue between the two series. First, we use DTW (X , Y ) to nd the optimal alignment sequenceP = (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ t , . . . ) between X and Y , as de ned in De nition 5.1. E cient algorithms for computing DTW (X , Y ) exist and they can incorporate various kernels between points [26, 31] . en, we useP to construct X DTW where X DT W (t) = X (t − ∆ t ). However, we also use cross-correlation to normalize ∆ t since DTW is sensitive to a noise of alignment (Algorithm 3 line 3-5).
A erwards, we use X DT W to predict Y instead of using only X information in the past in order to infer a VL-Granger causal relation in De nition 5.2. e bene t of using DTW is that it can
Gran erResult = true 8 else 9 Gran erResult = f alse ; end 10 return Gran erResult,r Y , r Y X ; match time points of Y and X with non-xed lags (see Figure 1 ). LetP = (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ t , . . . ) be the DTW optimal warping path of X , Y such that for any ∆ t ∈P, Y (t) is most similar to X (t − ∆ t ).
In addition to nding X DT W , DTW ReconstructionFunction estimates the emulation similarity simV alue between X , Y in line 3. For that, we adopt the measure from [4] below:
where 0 < s(P) ≤ 1 if X Y , −1 ≤ s(P) < 0 if Y X , otherwise zero. Since the sign(∆ t ) represents whether Y is similar to X in the past (sign(∆ t ) > 0) or X is similar to Y in the past (sign(∆ t ) < 0), by comparing the sign of sign(∆ t ), we can infer whether Y emulates X . e function s(P) computes the average sign of sign(∆ t ) for the entire time series. If s(P) is positive, then, on average, the number of times that Y is similar to X in the past is greater than the number of times that X is similar to some values of Y in the past. Hence, s(P) can be used as a proxy to determine whether Y emulates X or vice versa. We use dtw R package [17] for our DTW function.
Bayesian Information Criterion di erence ratio for VL-Granger causality
Given RRSS is a restricted residual sum of squares from a regression of Y on Y past, and T is a length of time series, the BIC of null model can be de ned below.
For unrestricted model, given U RSS is an unrestricted residual sum of squares from a regression of Y on Y , X past, and T is a length of time series, the BIC of alternative model can be de ned below.
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Return X DT W , simV alue;
We use the Bayesian Information Criterion di erence ratio as a main criteria to determine whether X Granger-causes Y or determining BIC 1 (r Y X ) BIC 0 (r Y ) in Algorithm 2 line 6, which can be de ned below:
e ratio r(·, ·) is within [−∞, 1]. e closer r(·, ·) to 1, the be er the performance of alternative model is compared to the null model. We can set the threshold γ ∈ [0, 1] to determine whether X Granger-causes Y , i.e. r(BIC 0 (r Y ), BIC 1 (r Y X )) ≥ γ implies X Granger-causes Y . Other options of determining X Granger-causes Y is to use F-test or the emulation similarity simV alue.
VL-Transfer-Entropy Causality Inference
Given a target time series Y , a candidate causing time series X , and the max lag δ max , our framework evaluates whether X VL-Transfer-Entropy causes Y (with a variable lag), X Transfer-Entropy-causes Y (with a xed lag) or no conclusion of causation between X and Y .
In Algorithm 4 line 1-2, we have a x-lag parameter FixLa that controls whether we choose to compute the normal Transfer-Entropy causality (FixLa = true) or VL-Transfer-Entropy causality (FixLa = f alse).
First, we compute Transfer Entropy causality (line 1 in Algorithm 4). e ag T ransEResult = true if X Transfer-Entropy-causes Y , otherwise T ransEResult = f alse. Second, we compute VL-Transfer-Entropy causality (line 2 in Algorithm 4). e ag V LT ransEResult = true if X VL-Transfer-Entropy-causes Y , otherwise V LT ransEResult = f alse.
To determine whether X Transfer-Entropy-causes Y , we can use the Transfer Entropy Ratio.
e VL-Transfer Entropy Ratio is de ned below:
e value T (X , Y ) ratio is greater than one implies that X Transfer-Entropy-causes Y . e higher T (X , Y ) ratio implies the higher strength of X causes Y . e same is true for T VL (X , Y ) ratio .
Algorithm 4: Transfer Entropy Time-lag test function
input :X , Y , δ max output :XT rans f er Entrop CausesY A er we got the results of both T ransEResult and V LT ransEResult, then we proceed to report the conclusion of causal relation between X and Y w.r.t. the following four conditions. • If both T ransEResult and V LT ransEResult are true, then we compare the T (X , Y ) ratio with T VL (X , Y ) ratio . If T (X , Y ) ratio < T VL (X , Y ) ratio , then we conclude that X causes Y with variable lags, otherwise, X causes Y with a x lag (line 4 in Algorithm 4). • If T ransEResult is true but V LT ransEResult is false, then we conclude that X causes Y with a x lag (line 5 in Algorithm 4). • If T ransEResult is false but V LT ransEResult is true, then we conclude that X causes Y with variable lags (line 6 in Algorithm 4). • If both T ransEResult and V LT ransEResult are false, then we cannot conclude whether X causes Y (line 7 in Algorithm 4).
VL-Transfer-Entropy causality operationalization
Given time series X , Y , and the maximum possible lag δ max , and whether we want to check for variable or xed lag FixLa , Algorithm 5 reports whether X causes Y by se ing T ransEResult to true or false, and by reporting on two transfer entropy values: T X − →Y and T Y − →X . First, if FixLa is true, then we compute the transfer entropy (line 1) using RTransferEntropy(X , Y ) [10] . If FixLa is false, then, we reconstructed X DT W using DTW ReconstructionFunction(X , Y ) in Section 7.3 (line 2). We compute the VL-transfer entropy (line 3) using RTransferEntropy(X DTW , Y ).
If the ratio T (X , Y ) ratio > 1, then X causes Y and we set T ransEResult = true (line 5), otherwise, TransEResult = f alse (line 7).
1:14 C. Amornbunchornvej et al. [10] ; end 4 if T (X , Y ) ratio > 1 then 5 T ransEResult = true 6 else 7 T ransEResult = f alse ; end 
EXPERIMENTS
We measured our framework performance on the task of inferring causal relations using both simulated and real-world datasets. e notations and symbols we use in this section are in Table 1 .
Experimental setup
We tested the performance of our method on synthetic datasets, where we explicitly embedded a variable-lag causal relation, as well as on biological datasets in the context of the application of identifying initiators of collective behavior, and on other two real-world casual datasets. We compared our methods, VL-Granger causality (VL-G) and VL-Transfer entropy (VL-TE), with several existing methods: Granger causality with F-test (G) [7] , Copula-Granger method (CG) [24] , Spectral Independence Criterion method (SIC) [35] , and transfer entropy (TE) [10] .
In this paper, we explore the choice of δ max in {0.1T , 0.2T , 0.3T , 0.4T } for all methods to analyze the sensitivity of each method, where T is the length of time series, and set γ = 0.5 as default unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Datasets
8.2.1 Synthetic data: pairwise level. e main purpose of the synthetic data is to generate se ings that explicitly illustrate the di erence between the original Granger causality, transfer entropy methods and the proposed variable-lag approaches. We generated pairs of time series for which the xed-lag causality methods would fail to nd a relationship but the variable-lag approach would nd the intended relationships.
We generated a set of synthetic time series of 200 time steps. We generated two sets of pairs of time series X and Y . First, we generated X either by drawing the value of each time step from a normal distribution with zero mean and a constant variance (X (t) ∼ N ) or by Auto-Regressive Moving Average model (ARMA or A.) with X (t) = 0.9µ + 0.1X (t − 1). e rst set we generated was of explicitly related pairs of time series X and Y , where Y emulates X with some time lag ∆ ∈ [1, 20] (X ≺ Y ). One way to ensure lag variability is to "turn o " the emulation for some time. For example, Y remains constant between 110th and 150th time steps.
is makes Y a variable-lag follower of X . Figure 3 shows examples of the generated time series. e second set of time series pairs X and Y were generated independently and as a result have no causal relation. We used these pairs to ensure that our method does not infer spurious relations.
We set the signi cance level for both F-test and independence test at α = 0.01. We considered there to be a causal relation only if r(BIC 0 (r Y ), BIC 1 (r Y X )) ≥ γ for our method.
8.2.2 Synthetic data: group level. is experiment explores the ability of causal inference methods to retrieve multiple causes of a time series Y i j , which is generated from multiple time series X i , X j . Fig. 2 shows the ground truth causal graph we used to generate simulated datasets. e edges represent causal directions from the cause time series (e.g. X 1 ) to the e ect time series (e.g. Y 1 ). Y i j represents the time series generated by a ({X i , X j }), where X i ≺ X i and X j ≺ X j with some xed lag ∆ ∈ [1, 20]. e task is to infer edges of this causal graph from the time series. We generated time series for each generator model 100 times. We set γ = 0.03 in this experiment due to the weak signal of X causes Y when there are multiple causes of Y . ere are also two generators for X 1 , X 2 , X 3 : normal distribution and ARMA model.
Schools of fish.
We used the dataset of golden shiners (Notemigonus crysoleucas) that is publiclly available. e dataset has been collected for the study of information propagation over the visual elds of sh [42] . A coordination event consists of two-dimensional time series of sh movement that are recorded by video. e time series of sh movement are around 600 time steps. e number of sh in each dataset is around 70 individuals, of which 10 individuals are "informed" sh who have been trained to go to a feeding site. Trained sh lead the group to feeding sites while the rest of the sh just follow the group. We represent the dataset as a pair of aggregated time series: X being the aggregated time series of the directions of trained sh and Y being the aggregated time series of the directions of untrained sh (see Fig. 4 ). e task is to infer whether X (trained sh) is a cause of Y (the rest of the group).
Troop of baboons.
We used another publicly available dataset of animal behavior, the movement of a troop of olive baboons (Papio anubis). e dataset consists of GPS tracking information from 26 members of a troop, recorded at 1 Hz from 6 AM to 6 PM between August 01, 2012 and August 10, 2012. e troop lives in the wild at the Mpala Research Centre, Kenya [14, 43] . For the analysis, we selected the 16 members of the troop that have GPS information available for 10 consecutive days, with no missing data. We selected a set of trajectories of lat-long coordinates from a highly coordinated event that has the length of 600 time steps (seconds) for each baboon. is known coordination event is on August 02, 2012 in the morning, with the baboon ID3 initiating the movement, followed by the rest of the troop [4] . Again, the goal is to infer ID3 (time series X ) as the cause of the movement of the rest of the group (aggregate time series Y ) (see Fig. 5 ).
Gas furnace
. is dataset consists of information regarding a gas consumption by a gas furnace [11] . X is time series of gas consumption rate and Y is time series of CO 2 rate produced by a gas furnace (see Fig. 6 ). Both X , Y have 296 time steps.
8.2.6
Old Faithful geyser eruption. is dataset consists of information regarding eruption durations and intervals between eruption events at Old Faithful geyser [8] . X is time series of eruption duration and Y is time series of the interval between current eruption and the next eruption (see Fig. 7 ). Both X , Y have 298 time steps.
Time complexity and running time
e main cost of computation in our approach is DTW. We used the "Windowing technique" for the search area of warping [22] . e main parameter for windowing technique is the maximum time delay δ max . Hence, the time complexity of VL-G is O(T δ max ). e time complexity of TE can be at most O(T 3 ) [37] , which makes VL-TE has the same time complexity. Table 2 shows the running Fig. 3 . The comparison between the original time series X , variable-lag follower Y , fixed-lag time series modified from X to match Y , and variable-lag time series modified from X to match Y . The traditional Granger causality uses only fixed-lag version of X to infer whether X causes Y , while our approach uses both versions of X to determine the causality between X , Y . Both X , Y are generated from N . Y remains constant from time 110 to 150, which makes it a variable-lag follower of X . time of our approach on time series with the varying length (T ∈ {5000, 20000}) and maximum time delay (δ max ∈ {0.05T , 0.1T , 0, 2T }).
RESULTS
We report the results of our proposed approaches and other methods on both synthetic and real-world datasets. We also explore how the performance of the methods depends on the basic parameter, δ max . For each row, we repeated the experiment 100 times on simulated datasets and computed the accuracy and reported the mean. e result shows that our methods, VL-G, performed be er than the rest of other methods. VL-TE also performed be er than TE. Moreover, we also investigate the sensitivity of varying the value of the δ max parameter for all methods. We aggregated the accuracy Each row represents a model. "N :X " means X was generated from a normal distribution and "A.:X " means X was generated from ARMA model. X ≺ Y means X causes Y by an emulation relation and X ⊀ Y means no causal relation. We varied δ max from 10% to 40% of time series length T and reported the average. of inferring causal direction from various cases that have the same δ max value and report the result. e result in Fig. 8 shows that our approaches: VL-G, can maintain the high accuracy throughout the range of the values of δ max . Table 4 shows the result of causal graph inference. e VL-G performed the best overall with the highest F1 score.
Synthetic data: pairwise level
Synthetic data: group level
is result re ects the fact that our approaches can handle complicated time series in causal inference task be er than the rest of other methods. VL-TE also performed be er than VL-TE. In addition, we aggregated X = a ({X 1 , X 2 , X 3 }) and the rest of time series Table 4 . The results of the precision, recall, and F1-score values of edges inference of causal graph in Fig. 2 . Each row is a method and each column is a measure type. We varied δ max from 10% to 40% of time series length T and reported the average.
Causal graph
Group , then we measured the ability of methods to infer that X is a cause of Y . e results, which are in the "Group: X ≺ Y " column in Table 4 , show that VL-G, G, TE and VL-TE performed well in this task, while CG and SIC failed to infer causal relations. Table 5 shows results of inferring causal relations in real-world datasets. For VL-G, it performed be er than G. However, BIC di erence ratio failed to infer causal relations of gas furnace and old faithful geyser datasets but F-test successfully inferred causal relations in all datasets. Typically, a causal relation that has a high BIC di erence ratio can also be detected to have a causal relation by F-test but not vise versa. is suggests that gas furnace and old faithful geyser have weak causal relations. For G, the method cannot detect sh and Old faithful geyser datasets. is suggests that both datasets have a high-level of variable lags that a xed-lag assumption in G has an issue. For CG, SIC, and TE, they failed in one dataset each. is implies that some dataset that a speci c approach failed to detect a causal relation has broke some assumption of a speci c approach. Lastly, VL-TE was able to detect all causal relations.
Real-world datasets
For the old faithful geyser dataset, both G and TE failed to detect a causal relation while both VL-G and VL-TE successfully inferred a causal relation. is implies that this dataset has a high-level of variable lags that broke a x-lag assumption of G and TE. 9.4 Variable lags vs. fixed lag 9.4.1 VL-Granger causality. To compare the performance of VL-G and G, we simulated 100 datasets of X ≺ Y with variable lags. Since X ≺ Y , a higher BIC di erence ratio implies a be er result. Fig. 9 shows the results of BIC di erence ratio for VL-G and G. Obviously, VL-G has a higher BIC di erence ratio than G's. is suggests that VL-G was able to capture stronger signal of X causes Y . 9.4.2 VL-Transfer Entropy. To compare the performance of VL-TE and TE, we also simulated 100 datasets of X ≺ Y with variable lags. Since X ≺ Y , a higher transfer entropy ratio implies a be er result. Fig. 10 shows the results of transfer entropy ratio for VL-TE and TE. Obviously, VL-TE has a higher transfer entropy ratio than TE's. is suggests that VL-TE was able to capture stronger signal of X causes Y . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a method to infer Granger and transfer entropy causal relations in time series where the causes in uence e ects with arbitrary time delays, which can change dynamically. We formalized a new Granger causal relation and a new transfer entropy causal relation, proving that they are true generalizations of the traditional Granger causality and transfer entropy respectively. We demonstrated on both carefully designed synthetic datasets and noisy real-world datasets that the new causal relations can address the arbitrary-time-lag in uence between cause and e ect, while the traditional Granger causality and transfer entropy cannot. Moreover, in addition to improving and extending Granger causality and transfer entropy, our approach can be applied to infer leader-follower relations, as well as the dependency property between cause and e ect. We have shown that, in many situations, the causal relations between time series do not have a lock-step connection of a xed lag that the traditional Granger causality and transfer entropy assume. Hence, traditional Granger causality and transfer entropy missed true existing causal relations in such cases, while our methods correctly inferred them. Our approach can be applied in any domain of study where the causal relations between time series is of interest. e R package entitled VLTimeSeriesCausality is provided at [3] .
